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ResumÄof the Report on The Old White Hart

Many inns in Henley were grouped around courtyards entered from the street through 

gateways, but only ‘The Old White Hart’ survives from medieval times with both 

documentary and structural evidence confirming its early existence as an inn. It now 

occupies three average burgage plots of 1 � perches each, i.e. a total of 75 feet, running back 

some 290 feet.

A vaulted, chalk lined cellar with chamfered ribs is located under the front section and dates

to c. 1300. There are remnants of two crown posts in the roof, formerly painted and sooted 

from years of exposure to an open fire below, which are located above the carriage arch area. 

The crown post is a typical medieval roof form, which was in use for several centuries, but 

rare in Henley.

The earliest documentary evidence comes from a 1428-9 Court Roll, where a tenement in the 

High Street called ‘Le Hart’ is mentioned ( A.Cottingham, The Hostelries of Henley, p. 

244/45). It is suggested (ibid) that the inn was named after Richard II’s badge of a white hart, 

as he was lord of the manor of Henley during his reign from 1377 to 1399. 

The long lodging ranges, which still extend around three sides of the courtyard were not built 

until 1530/1 (Dated by the Oxford Dendro Laboratory, report 35/2008) and it is likely that 

the large carriage arch giving access to the yard dates from the same time, very probably 

replacing an earlier, narrower through passage suitable for no more than pack horses and 

perhaps two-wheeled carts.
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Approximately 22 new lodging chambers above stables and service rooms were accessed 

from an external, jettied gallery, which may have run uninterrupted around the whole of the 

yard. The galleries could also double up for viewing entertainment performed by travelling 

performers, reputedly (but unconfirmed) bear biting and cock fighting took place at the Old 

White Hart. 

The construction of the ranges was carried out mostly in brick, but the largest part of the 

outer wall of the upper, east range has evidence of timber framing, partly hidden under a later 

render. The gallery walls, on both sides are also timber framed, supported by strong, 

vertically placed ceiling joist, which jetty out by up to 1 m over the yard and even further 

where they accommodate a privy for guests at the east range. Despite this luxury for guests, 

original, first floor fire places could not be identified. However the stabled horses below 

would have generated warmth; the decay of the ceiling beams in the former stables is a

strong sign of the existence of destructive ammonia vapours generated by the animals. The 

existing outside staircase in the corner between the east and north cross ranges appears to be 

modern, but could well replace an earlier one.

Two bays of the 1530/31 range contain no upper chambers but a hall, open from floor to 

apex, with a central arch-braced truss with decorative mouldings and a carved corbel in the 

form of three balls, possibly the sign of the patron saint of travellers, St. Nicholas of Bari. 

This hall had two long windows located 2.30 m up in the west brick wall and a brick arch

spanning c3.50m for a fire place opening in the south gable. Was this hall built in 1531 as a 

replacement for the smoke filled medieval one, once this had been modernised and altered 

with the insertion of ceilings and upper rooms and made way for the large carriage archway

so essential for an increase of visiting travellers and their means of transport?  

The use of large quantities of hand-made, narrow ‘Tudor’ bricks for most of the walls must 

have been a major enterprise both in labour and expenses, as bricks were still a luxury. This

nearly 500 years old brickwork, the earliest known in Henley, survives surprisingly well and 

must have been a major inspiration for the use of this material, which became ubiquitous in 

the town in the following centuries. 

Diaper pattern in c 2” brick 

work, laid in English bond, seen 

in the west wall, picked out by 

using over fired ‘blue’ bricks. 

This became increasingly 

fashionable during the 16
th

century.
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Part of F.P. arch with relieving arch       Corbel with 3 carved balls, part of the 
above in the south wall of former central truss in the former open hall
two-bay open hall in the west range.       located in the west range

Painting of the OWH yard by Lucy Cooper, 1904

We do not know the name or names of the owner and builder in 1530/1, who recognised the 

need for large-scale accommodation for visitors to the town and had the vision and means to 

finance it. The likely driving force for an increase in the economic buoyancy of the town was 

the expanding corn trade with London, which had gone through the doldrums in the 15
th

century (Dr. Robert Peberdy, Thesis, 1994, chapter 7). This increase in prosperity would 

have drawn merchants as well as purchasers to the town’s shops and markets, making the 

position of the ‘Old White Hart’ in the centre of the former High Street an ideal location. It 

served the town and its visitor very well for over 300 years until the coming of the railways 

in the mid 19
th

century.
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